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BRITISH CLASSICS IN SPAIN
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In preserving many important aspects of Spain’s
aviation heritage, the Fundación Infante de

Orleans ‘flying museum’ has amassed a splendid
collection of British vintage aircraft, all with

Spanish connections

BR I TONSBR I TONS
ABROADABROAD
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Specialising in aerobatics, the club
named after the great Spanish aerobatic
pilot revitalised the sport in Spain after
a period in the doldrums. In the mid-
1980s Carlos Valle, the current FIO
president, founded the SAH as part of
the Club Aresti, with the objective of
illing a large gap in the preservation
of Spanish aviation heritage. Despite
the great number and variety of aircraft
that have graced Spanish skies since
1909, the diicult years after the Civil
War and the isolation imposed on
Spain following World War Two forced

the scrapping of hundreds of airframes
due to the lack of resources for their
operation and preservation.
In creating the FIO, Valle and his

colleagues not only gave the new
foundation the dozen aircraft of the now
defunct SAH, but also the knowledge
necessary to forge ahead with an entirely
new concept in Spain: that of a museum
of airworthy historic aircraft, which
would exhibit them in light.
he collection’s home since 1989

has been Cuatro Vientos airield near
Madrid. Initially it used the Real Aero
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his last 22 December
marked the 25th
anniversary of the creation
of the Fundación Infante

de Orleans (FIO). Over the last quarter
of a century, the collection has grown
and developed, becoming one of the
most important museums of airworthy
aircraft in Europe.
he FIO has as its embryo the

Sección de Aviones Históricos del
Club Acrobático José Luís Aresti
(SAH, or Historic Aircraft Section of
the José Luís Aresti Aerobatic Club).

de rl (
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ABOVE: Painted in
Republican colours,
the FIO’s Falcon
Six first arrived in
Spain on 14 August
1936 with British
registration G-ADLS.
A year earlier this
aircraft had taken
fifth place in the
King’s Cup.
ROBERTO YÁÑEZ



BRITISH CLASSICS IN SPAIN

Club de España (RACE, Royal Aero
Club of Spain) hangar, which had
housed the SAH aircraft, until a few
years later the current museum hangar
and the organisation’s dedicated Centro
de Restauración y Mantenimiento
(CRM, Maintenance and Restoration
Centre) were built.
From the outset it was decided that

the FIO would own its own aircraft,

something still the case today. All of
those acquired in Spain came from
public auctions of materiel surplus to
the Ejército del Aire (EdA), as was the
case with the Bückers, AISAs, T-6s
and HA-200 Saeta that formed the
SAH. From this nucleus the collection
kept growing with a clear objective:
to add aircraft relevant to Spanish
aviation history. his orientated the

FIO’s interest towards aircraft from the
1930s, the era of the ‘big raids’ and the
Civil War.
In turn, this saw the purchase of

several classic British aircraft, for
the period was one in which UK-
built types featured prominently in
Spanish aviation, both on the military
and civilian fronts. Some played
important, if unsung, roles during the

BELOW: Dragon
Rapide G-ACYR flew

Franco to Tetuán
at the start of the

Spanish Civil War. In
the background is
Spain’s first control
tower, still extant at

Cuatro Vientos.
SPANISH AIR FORCE
VIA ROBERTO YÁÑEZ
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LEFT: Juan Ignacio
Pombo says goodbye
to his father before
the start of his flight
from Santander
to Mexico in the
first BA Eagle to be
named Santander.
SPANISH AIR FORCE
VIA ROBERTO YÁÑEZ

FAR LEFT: A
formation of the
BA Eagle and
Miles Falcon Six —
two very similar
aircraft in terms
of configuration
and capabilities,
but radically
different when it
comes to handling
characteristics.
ROBERTO YÁÑEZ

BELOW: In February
2011, Dragon Rapide
G-AEML was flown
fromMadrid’s
Barajas airport to
Cuatro Vientos after
being re-painted in
Iberia colours, but it
has not been flown in
public since then.
ROBERTO YÁÑEZ

Civil War. Six such aircraft are now in
the FIO’s collection: the Miles Falcon
Six and British Aircraft (BA) Eagle are
today extremely rare machines, while
the BA Swallow and Comper Swift are
not exactly ten-a-penny. he
de Havilland DH60 Moth and
DH89A Dragon Rapide represent
more familiar machines, but ones the
FIO could hardly be without.

Of these, the most important is
without doubt the Falcon Six. It is the
only one of its type in existence in the
world, and a genuine survivor of the
Spanish Civil War.
Two M3A Falcon Majors arrived in

Spain in 1935, and were pressed into
military service at the start of the Civil
War. he Republican government then
bought more. On 14 August 1936,
the FIO’s M3C Falcon Six (c/n 231)
arrived in Bilbao from Reading with
the British registration G-ADLS. It was
assigned to the Republicans’ northern
front, going later to the lying school
at Los Alcázares, Murcia, where it fell
into the hands of the Nationalists.
Once the war was over, the Falcon Six
was given the military serial 30-117.
Shortly afterwards it went to a civilian
owner as EC-CAO and was used for
aerial survey by Spanish irm CETFA
(Compañía Española de Trabajos
Fotogramétricos). he registration was
changed in 1947 to EC-ACB, and as
such it remained in service for another
decade, at the end of which it was
withdrawn from use and stored.

After years abandoned, the Falcon
Six was discovered dismantled inside
a garage in Zaragoza. Once acquired
by the FIO it was transferred to
Cuatro Vientos, where its condition
was evaluated with a view to possible
restoration. he aircraft had sustained
considerable damage and was missing
important parts, like the characteristic
cockpit windscreen and landing gear
fairings. Given the complexity of the
task it was decided to send it to the
UK for restoration, since there Falcon
Major G-AEEG, a variant with a four-
cylinder engine, could serve as a guide
in re-building the missing or modiied
parts.

he work was carried out by Tony
Bianchi’s Personal Plane Services, with
the help of some smaller specialist
companies. It lasted four years, the
aircraft making its irst test light at
Wycombe Air Park on 15 May 1997.
Once some last-minute ixes had been
made, the Falcon Six embarked upon
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BELOW: Even
thoughmany
Moths were in

service in Spain
during the 1920s
and ’30s, none of

those registered in
Spain during that
time has survived
to the present day.

DH60X G-EBXU
is the FIO’s oldest

flying aircraft.
ROBERTO YÁÑEZ

its delivery light to Cuatro Vientos.
A number of mechanical snags were
experienced en route, but this unique
survivor arrived safely at its new, and
very appropriate, Spanish home.
Equally rare is the BA Eagle. An

aircraft similar to this took part in one
of the great feats of Spanish aviation
during the 1930s when, in 1935, pilot
Juan Ignacio Pombo undertook a risky

crossing of the South Atlantic from
Spain to Mexico aboard Eagle EC-CBB
(c/n 108) Santander — named after
the city of his birth.
In order to complete the light,

Pombo had to use two Eagles, since
the irst was seriously damaged during
take-of from a small ield in Brazil.
he second example (c/n 115) was
provided by the manufacturer along
with a mechanic, who was able to
salvage the engine and instruments
from the damaged aircraft and use
them in putting together the new
Santander.
After making it to Mexico City,

Pombo donated the second Santander

to the Mexican government, who
promised to preserve it in an aviation
museum. However, in February 1938
the Mexican Secretary of War and the
Navy ordered that the Eagle be placed
in service under the civil registration
XA-BJO, with the plan of using it to

explore commercial air routes in the
area of Baja, California. he aircraft
ended up being completely destroyed
in an accident in La Paz, Mexico, on 5
April 1938.
Apart from these two Eagles, three

others lew in Spain (c/ns 114, 132 and
136), taking part in the Civil War on
the Republican side as liaison aircraft.
None survived the conlict.

he FIO’s Eagle, formerly G-AFAX
(c/n 138), thus became the sixth
example registered in Spain when it
was allocated EC-KVR upon purchase
by the foundation. Built in Hanworth
in 1938, it is unique as the only
Eagle of the 42 made to have a ixed
undercarriage. In 1939 the aircraft was
bought by an Australian aeronautical
engineer living in Burma, who used
it to escape to Australia from the
advancing Japanese armies. Once there
it was re-registered as VH-ACN and
remained in lying condition until
1970, when it was sold and returned
to the UK in a dismantled state.
Following a further sale, the Eagle went
to the Chewing Gum Field Museum
in Queensland, where it was displayed
until the museum closed in 1987 and
the contents put up for auction.
he airframe was acquired by

collector Geof Green, who again
returned it to England for a complete

restoration by the Newbury Aeroplane
Company at Hungerford. After ive
years of work, G-AFAX lew again in
September 1992. It did the rounds
of the British historic aircraft circuit,
owned by Green until being bought
by the FIO in 2006 in homage to the
achievements of Juan Ignacio Pombo.

Dragon Rapide G-AEML landed at
Cuatro Vientos on 17 May 2008 after a
diicult ferry light due to bad weather.
Originally delivered to Wrightways
at Croydon on 1 September 1937, it
served with the RAF as serial X9450
during World War Two and then with
various civil owners until retirement in
1971. A long restoration ensued before
the Rapide, now owned by the late
Victor Gauntlett’s Proteus Petroleum,
returned to the air on 16 March
1993 with Colin Dodds as its pilot.
Under the ownership of Gauntlett and
then Ken Whitehead, G-AEML was
a regular sight at British air events.
Its delivery light from an airield in
Norfolk to Spain lasted seven days,
making stops at Rouen, Bernay and
La Rochelle in France and Hondarribia
in Spain, before the last leg to Cuatro
Vientos.
Spain’s irst Dragon Rapide was

used as a passenger transport by Líneas
Aéreas Postales Españolas (LAPE)
during the mid-1930s. Four civil
examples were registered in Spain
before the start of the Civil War,
during which this number grew by 17,
divided between both sides. Most of
the post-war survivors were put into
service by Iberia, which used them
until 1954. Of all the Rapides operated
in Spain, the most famous is preserved
in the Museo del Aire, registered as
G-ACYR and wearing the colours of
Olley Air Service. his aircraft was
chartered to transport Gen Franco
from the Canary Islands to Tetuán,
where the uprising against the Republic
was to begin.
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‘The FIO’s interest was orientated

towards aircraft from the 1930s, the era of

the ‘big raids’ and the Spanish Civil War’
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ABOVE: This image
shows well the large
wingspan of the
Swallow. Combined
with its low engine
power, this makes
for an aircraft that is
slow to manoeuvre
but pleasant to fly.
Below and to the
right is the FIO’s
museum hangar at
Cuatro Vientos.
ROBERTO YÁÑEZ

Although it was initially possible for
the FIO’s Dragon Rapide to be lown
in public at Cuatro Vientos, after being
re-painted in Iberia colours in February
2011 it was grounded upon expiry of
its UK Certiicate of Airworthiness.
Unfortunately, a total of some €36,000
needs to be paid in taxes in order for
the aircraft to be registered in Spain.
At present it is therefore only a static
exhibit, retaining its British registration
of G-AEML.
he other three classic British

aircraft that are part of the FIO’s
collection arrived by road. he
DH60X Moth was handed over to
its irst owner, the Aircraft Operating
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Company Ltd, during the middle of
1928 as G-EBXU (c/n 627). Shipped
to Brazil, it was used for topographic
survey, sufering an accident in 1930.
he remains were returned to the UK,
and not until the 1990s would David
Cooper and John Akerman undertake
the arduous task of restoration, their
work winning them the 1999 trophy
for best biplane awarded by the de
Havilland Moth Club at its Woburn
rally. Changing owners several times,
in 2006 it was bought by the FIO, who
registered it as EC-KCY.
he irst Moths came to Spain

at the end of the 1920s, being used
for various tasks, both military and
civilian. At the start of 1936 a total of
45 diferent examples were registered
in Spain, of which around half survived
the war.

By contrast, only two examples of
the BA Swallow II served in Spain.
he irst (c/n 09) arrived in 1934 and
the other (c/n 405) in 1936. Both
took part in the Civil War, one on the
Nationalist side and the other with the
Republicans.
he Swallow owned by the FIO

is EC-IMP (c/n 475), the former
G-AEVZ, which markings it still wears.
Built in 1937, before WW2 it formed
part of the Hull Aero Club— it was
hidden away in the attic of a garage in
Gainsborough in order to keep it from
being impressed by the RAF. G-AEVZ
had numerous custodians until it
was donated to the Northern Aircraft
Preservation Society and put on static
display in the Museum of Flight at East
Fortune, Scotland. hat lasted until the
mid-1980s, when Ron Souch carried

BELOW: DH60G
M-CLAL (c/n 1218)
at Cuatro Vientos
airfield — Spain’s
oldest — in the
1930s. SPANISH AIR FORCE
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ABOVE: Swift
EC-AAT was used

by Fernando
Rein Loring for

his historic flight
betweenMadrid

andManila in 1933.
Here we see it next

to Ford Trimotor
EC-RRA, operated by
the airline CLASSA.

FIO ARCHIVES

BELOW: The Comper Swift in flight over Madrid.
One notes the pilot’s poor visibility and how

difficult it must have been to fly toManila in an
open-cockpit aircraft. ROBERTO YÁÑEZ

and was christened City of Manila.
Loring — who had already made a
similar light to the Philippines using a
Loring E-II aircraft built by his uncle
Jorge Loring — received sponsorship
from the Spanish tourism organisation,
hence the fact that the Swift carried the
slogan ‘Visit Spain’ in both English and
Spanish, as well as being decorated with
typical images of Spain. After the light,
Loring sold the aircraft in Hong Kong,
where presumably it was lost during
WW2.

he Swift lown by the FIO
(EC-HAM, c/n S32/5) was obtained in
1998. Interestingly, it is the very aircraft
that Loring had the chance to ly for the
irst time at the Comper factory before
he brought EC-AAT to Spain. his
machine, previously G-ABUU, is also
noteworthy as it was used by Nicholas
Comper and test pilot Mark Lacayo
for numerous demonstration lights,
taking second place in the 1933 King’s
Cup. It was restored in the Skysport
Engineering workshops between 1986
and 1988, being bought by the FIO
from its last owner Hamish Mofat and
re-painted in the colours of the famous
City of Manila.

he FIO works hard to preserve
Spain’s aviation heritage from its home
at the historic Cuatro Vientos airield.
In so doing, it has also guaranteed the
futures of several extremely important
British light aeroplanes, raising
awareness of an aspect of history that
goes ignored by all too many. In an
upcoming issue, we will look at
the remainder of the collection.
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out a restoration back to airworthiness.
More changes of hands followed, before
in 2001 it was purchased by the FIO.
he Comper CLA7 Swift is a very

signiicant aircraft for Spain, the
type having been used by Spanish
pilot Fernando Rein Loring for his
historic light from Madrid to Manila
in 1933. hat example (c/n S32/12)
was ferried by Loring in a direct light
from the Comper factory at Hooton
Park, Cheshire to Pamplona, where
it received the registration EC-AAT
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